All Because You Matter Challenge

Attention DPSCD Families of Students in grades K – 5th

Here is an amazing opportunity for your child to write about a time they felt proud.

Answer one of the following prompts for a chance to win the book entitled “All Because You Matter” by Tami Charles

• Write about a time you were proud
• Write about a time you felt proud about meeting a challenge
• Write about a time you felt proud that you displayed/showed one of the following Character Traits - Responsibility (Sept.), Respect (Oct.), Kindness (Nov.), Generosity (Dec.)
• Write about a time you stood up for someone being bullied or mistreated

Writing Criteria

• Grade K ~ A hand-drawn, colored picture, and one handwritten sentence.
• Grades 1-2 ~ Paragraphs must be neatly handwritten or typed with a minimum of 3 sentences.
• Grades 3-5 ~ Paragraphs must be neatly handwritten with a minimum of 10 sentences.

Please make sure you include the following on your paper:
First name, last name, grade, teacher’s name, and school

All submissions are due Wednesday, January 5, 2022, to your teachers.